Winter Tidings

Annual Solstice Spiral

“How lovely the silence of growing things.”

News from Ms. Martin's Class, Grades 1 and 2
The first and second graders have happily immersed themselves in our recent math
blocks. As with any block at Oxbow, math is not just practicing equations on a
page! Having heard the stories of the math gnomes from the Land of Numeria, the
first graders began making their own set of peg dolls, one for each of the four math
gnomes. When they are completed, the students can use them to act out their own
math stories and solve math sentences with piles of tiny, shiny jewels!
As a group, the 1/2 class has also been practicing skip counting by 2's, 3's, 4's, and
5's, each with its own rhythmic pattern using our hands, feet, and in fact, entire
bodies! Soon the second graders will transform this skip counting into reciting the

multiplication tables for these same numbers! Making and using their multiplication
flowers have helped them to begin to internalize these facts, all of which they should
have committed to memory by the end of fourth grade. It's a lot of work, but we have
plenty of fun along the way!

News from Ms. Kennedy's Class, Grades 3 and 4
The third and fourth graders have had an exciting few months at Oxbow! Students
began our local geography block by mapping their desks, the classroom, the play
yard, and the general area surrounding our school in Devens, which was informed by
our many walks throughout the month of November. We looked at maps and
discussed landmarks and landforms (and the differences between them).
The students then had great fun completing a “survival island” project, which
incorporated landforms chosen by individual students for their usefulness. The
number of volcanoes that showed up on these islands was surprising until students
explained that they would use them to keep warm and provide energy to power
tools! Our class then learned about the landforms specific to Massachusetts and the
regions in it (no active volcanoes here!), and they created free-hand maps of our
state using a same-sized outline map folded into quarters as a guide.

To begin our first animal block, we first looked at the human being. We discussed
the three main body parts of humans — the head, trunk (or torso), and limbs — and
their functions. We spent time talking about what human hands are capable of doing
and how that capability is one of the things that sets humans apart from other
animals. We looked at four basic kingdoms of nature (rocks & minerals, plants,
animals, and humans) and saw how each build on the previous one (e.g. humans have
a physical form (rocks), life energy (plants), instincts (animals), and the ability to
make choices).
Students then learned about the “secrets” that give birds the power of flight and
heard about the life of the bald eagle, whose keen eyesight is like a superpower. We
then crossed the globe to Africa to study the King of Beasts, the lion. The lion’s
power is in its strength and ferocity, making it a superb hunter. For our final animal in
our first block, we returned to the familiar life of farming. We enjoyed studying the
cow whose importance centers on its almost magical ability to turn grass into milk
through its digestive process.

We began our second math block with a review of multiples and looked at how pairs
of numbers have multiples in common as well as how to find the least common
multiple (LCM). Then we reviewed and applied mathematical vocabulary to factors,
looked at how pairs have factors in common, and learned how to find the greatest
common factor (GCF). From there we used food (cake!) to dive into what fractions
are and what they represent, learning necessary math terms like numerator.
denominator, and dividing line. Fractions that equal one, addition and subtraction of
fractions, and a look at improper fractions and mixed numbers followed.

Grade 3/4 students are very eager to get to our next two blocks. First, we will hear
stories about Thor, Loki, and other Norse gods and goddesses — wow, did they
ever get up to mischief, those deities! Then it’s on to our play block! At the end of
which you’ll be invited to see the class bringing a story to life with spoken parts,
song, props, and of course, costumes!

News from Ms. Hilbert's Class, Grades 5 and 6
As the temperatures drop and the snow falls, Grades 5 and 6 are sharpening their

minds as they turn their attention to applying newly learned decimals skills to
practical problems of all sorts. The class has been determining unit pricing to
compare the cost of all sorts items, such as different sized bags of dog food for our
pets. Students are also learning about rate of pay problems including determining a
pay check from an hourly rate, figuring overtime pay, and breaking down a salary to
an hourly wage. Currently, the class has been figuring their wages at imaginary job
offers they may receive in the future - one a nurse, another an engineer. As one
student said recently, “Having ourselves in the problems makes them so much more
interesting than problems about random people!”. Who knew math could be so
useful - or so fun?! (And, coming up in our final math block of the year, we will be
using percentages to figure out taxes, tips, and commission!)

News from the Specials Class: Mrs. Jones, Games
We had a majestic start to the school year with preparation for and celebrating
Michaelmas with The Dragon Game. The main preparatory games include
Everybody’s It and Sticks and Stones. Children (the villagers) have lost light! All the
sticks have been taken by the dragon. They must get sticks from the forest (the other
team’s side) and bring them back to their people. If they are tagged, they turn to
stone! They are freed by their own villagers, with a tap on the back. Run and pursuit
games truly meet children from Grades 1-6. There is a flow in child development
between the need to belong and break away, the need for safe haven and chaos, and
the need to chase and be chased. It is a journey of lost and found that cycles itself
repeatedly as a child refines their abilities. The Dragon Game is a game that helps
those who need courage to find it, and those who need humility to experience it. Tag
and Pursuit games also draw children together to help one another, refine motor
planning, and develop strategic awareness. Additionally, it meets the need for touch,
movement, social interaction, and communication skills. This was our fourth year of
the Dragon Game! I t was so much fun engaging the parents along with a few past
Oxbow students to join the festivities of our annual game.
Autumn in Grades 1/2
Last year with a Grade Bridge/1 class our primary goal was to hold the oneness of
the group with circle games and individual skill building exercises. This year with
our blended group we continue to build inclusion skills, while opening the circle and
learning tag games that maintain an imaginative quality with a bit more complexity
and planning. One of their favorites was Witches and Villagers. Villagers try to run
from one tree base past 2 other trees (one that is the cauldron and the other the ghost
tree) all the way to the last tree in the row without being caught by the witches. If you
are caught a friend must take your hand and run you to safety! They enjoyed the
element of hide and seek. Our grades 1-2 class worked on skipping, running,
grapevine, hopping and running backwards relays to build cardiovascular
stamina. We were fortunate to be outside for the entire semester!
Autumn Games in Grades 3/4
The students have enjoyed sharing their own ideas about adding more risk, strategy
and complexity to some familiar tag games. It has been an interesting experience for
them to create their own “cause and effect” scenarios in a game! This is an intended
approach for collaboration in games for this age group. They worked on stamina
skills, jumprope, 4 Bases relays with an obstacle course, Rounders relay, and Field
relays with running forwards and backwards, skipping and grapevine. Additionally,
Grades 3-4 played Pioneer games such as, Wagon Wheel (hula hoop) rolling relay

and potato sack jumping relay.
Autumn Games with Grades 5/6
The students have worked quite a bit on strength and stamina during the fall
semester. Each class began with an obstacle relay and a longer run, followed by
balance and coordination warm-up. The games we played were split into teams with
direct competition. The students’ study of Ancient India brought us two games from
India that involve teamwork, strategic planning and team cooperation: Kho Kho and
Kabaddi.
Another key Grade 5-6 skill is collaborative communication which involves
listening, encouragement and positive speech with the teacher and other players. This
type of refinement in self-regulation has been highlighted by our Mindfulness
Practice.
We ended the semester playing a good old fashion Street Game: Kick the Cone
(Can)! The students enjoyed this complexity of this form of hide and seek. It meets
the young middle school child’s gesture to spiral inward and still have a need to be
found and socially connected.
Our Winter Games blocks are underway!
On Fridays, Grades 1-6 students in all grades are off to a super stumbling start with
our Rough and Tumble Block including zoo exercises, gymnastic activity, strength
and stamina challenges, and age-appropriate and safe contact games. They are
having fun!
Grades 1-6 are also learning the world of String Games! When I attended a
Movement and Games training at East Aurora Waldorf School, our instructor Jeff
Tunkey, emphasized the need for fine motor and midline games. String games are a
wonderful way to increase finger dexterity, attentiveness, and social connection.
Children explore these skills as they learn to create imaginative shapes! We are all
enjoying this addition to our games curriculum!
On Mondays, Grades 5-6 are revisiting Circus Arts and Grade 3-4 are having an
introduction to Circus Arts! When the snow returns, some Mondays will include
sledding and snow tag! Recently, we played Fox and Bunnies tag, which includes a
circular path with crossing paths made in the snow. The fox and the bunnies must
play this tag and pursuit game and stay only on the paths created! It’s like a tag
maze! When a bunny is tagged, it becomes a fox! The round ends when all bunnies
become a fox!
After February break our Friday Yoga Block will take us through the month of
March. Thus, coming out stronger and more focused from winter into spring games!

St. Valentine's Day, A poem by Edith Nesbit

The South is a dream of flowers
With a jewel for sky and sea,
Rose-crowns for the dancing hours,
Gold fruits upon every tree;
But cold from the North The wind blows forth
That blows my love to me.
The stars in the South are gold
Like lamps between sky and sea;
The flowers that the forests hold.
Like stars between tree and tree;
But little and white Is the pale moon's light
That lights my love to me.
In the South the orange grove
Makes dusk by the dusky sea,
White palaces wrought for love
Gleam white between tree and tree,
But under bare boughs Is the little house
Warm-lit for my love and me.
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